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ESRGC: A Partnership since 2004

 The Eastern Shore Regional GIS Cooperative

 Partnership between the MidShore Regional Council, 

the Tri-County Council of the Lower Eastern Shore, and 

Salisbury University

 ESRGC Goals:

 Enable state-of-the-art GIS capacity for governments, non-

profits, and businesses on Maryland’s Eastern Shore

 Educate the next generation of the GIS workforce

 Embody the SU commitment to community service



Rural Maryland Prosperity Investment Fund

 Challenge was to create projects that would drive increased 
prosperity in Maryland’s rural areas, particularly the ES.

 Key is to leverage existing federal, state, and local investment

 Two initial problems identified:
 Lack of understanding from policy makers about the healthcare 

economy on the ES

 Farmers struggle with leveraging advanced geospatial technology to 
drive increased production and respond to regulatory requirements

 Solutions:
 Healthcare Dashboard

 Agricultural GIS Extension



Eastern Shore Healthcare Dashboard

 ESRGC first began creating geodashboards in 2010

 A federal EDA project with MSRC and TCCLESM

 Now, dozens of geodashboards have been created

 Eastern Shore Healthcare Dashboard

 Importance of healthcare economy

 Access to healthcare

 Trends in rural health outcomes

 Collating and visualizing data never before seen













Agricultural GIS Extension

 Work with farmers to develop mapping and spatial 

analysis products driven by the farmer’s needs using 

data collected by their farming equipment

 Our project returns value to the farmer with data 

management and analysis to help make informed 

decisions about their farms throughout the year



AgGIS Projects

 Crop yield mapping and management

 Compare yearly crop yield data

 Analyze nutrient application response

 Create yield goals for management zones

 Soil and Elevation Comparisons to Yield

 Determine crop nutrient needs by soil type

 Identify drainage needs

 Irrigated and Non-Irrigated Crop Assessment

 Compare irrigation methods by yield

















The ESRGC Staff is Proud to Serve the ES!

www.esrgc.org
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